
Atlantis Council Charges Neptune 
Neptune Remains on Court, Relinquishes Voting Right 

By Quinn Riordan, Lyons Township  
 

This morning, Roman God of the Sea Neptune ordered an attack on the ocean village of 
Marksville. He cited their continuous emission of carbon and refusal to follow the reduction 
mandates as reasons behind his attack. The strike destroyed almost the entirety of the village and 
left all citizens displaced.  

Neptune was assassinated by an angered survivor of an  attack on Marksville at 11:30 
a.m. after he was found guilty for the attack. The Atlantic Council revoked his voting rights and 
allocated 75% of his wealth to climate change organizations. He will remain on the council.  

Neptune justified the attack on Marksville as “necessary.” 
 “I have no remorse and it was a decision I made after weeks. However, it was an act of 
self defense,” Neptune said. “The town jeopardized the ocean and the lives of all the beings 
within it.” 

The council appointed Ocean Master, Warrior, and King of Atlantis Orm to replace 
Neptune. He arrived quickly. The council quickly moved on from his death, moving on to 
discuss climate change and carbon dioxide emissions.  

“Neptune died or whatever, but we need to now work on discussing the fate of the world 
and solve global climate change,” King of Altantica Triton said.  

The council was left divided after the death of Neptune. Half of the room denounced his 
war crimes, and the other half supported them. After lunch, the council worked on directives to 
solve the threat of climate change and to ensure safety for humans, deities, creatures and gods.  

The council passed directives promoting the growth of seaweed and coral to prevent 
ocean acidification and produce oxygen levels within the seas.  

“We need to foster growth within the ocean,” the President of BP said. “Most of it [the 
ocean life] is dying due to climate change. To decrease ocean acidification growing more 
seaweed and coral will create ecosystems, increase oxygen levels, and stabilize the ocean and the 
lives within.” 

As the council reverted back to finding solutions for climate change, they received an 
anonymous tip that the “police had found fish killing poison in Posiedon’s castle, insinuating the 
development of chemical weapons with this chemical.”  

“Poseidon is not trustworthy,” Greta Thunberg said. “He advocated for the mass murder 
of thousands of humans and the killing of Neptune. He should be dealt with but the real crisis 
here is the solving of climate change.” 

Poseidon denies his association to the fish-killing chemical and plead innocence. The 
council passed a directive to not change anyone until there was significant evidence, Slater said. 
The council just uncovered that Sub-Mariner Nemor had planted the chemicals in Poseidon’s 
castle and is now being put on trial.  


